
Language Courses and Exams 

Shrishti Emerging Palettes | 05 Sep

Distinguished Speakers' Series | Lalitha
Lajmi | 09 Sep 

Confluence | Virtual Exhibition | 19 Sep

Art from the Heart | Virtual Exhibition
Opening | 23 Sep

Movie am Mittwoch | Black Box Germany |
19 Aug - 19 Sep
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The Monthly Newsletter from Goethe-Zentrum Hyderabad

Greetings dear readers! We are working to bring you the best of
digital content and we encourage you to indulge and engage with
our different social media channels to catch all our programs.  

This month we are excited to showcase, as a part of our
Distinguished Speakers' Series, a stalwart of the Indian art-
landscape, Lalitha Lajmi on 09 September along with a
breathtaking exhibition of her works. Another beautiful exhibition
ART FROM THE HEART, will feature twelve artists with
disabilities. Catch it all online. Our German language classes
continue to remain fully operational online and our offices still
remain closed for visitors as the world continues to wait for hope at
the horizon.

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS ISSUE:WHAT'S UP AT GZH IN SEPTEMBER 2021!

Rupak Munje, Artist with Autism

https://hyderabad.german.in/
http://www.facebook.com/goethezentrum.hyderabad
http://www.instagram.com/goethezentrum_hyderabad
https://www.youtube.com/c/GoetheZentrumHyderabad


B2.1 Online Course
06.09.2021 | 11 Weeks

07:00am to 10:15am | Mon, Wed & Fri 
07:00am to 09:15am | Tue & Thu
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For more details contact: info@goethe-hyderabad.org

Upcoming Examinations

Upcoming Courses

A1 Weekend Online Course
25.09.2021 | 08:30am to12:45pm

Sat & Sun | 16 Weeks

Registrations Open**

12 .10 .2021

Goethe Zertifikat A1 Exam
28 .10 .2021

Goethe Zertifikat A2 Exam

Registrations are closed for the following examinations

Goethe Zertifikat A1 Exam
02.09.2021

26 .10 .2021

Goethe Zertifikat B1 Exam

Conversational German Classes
 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Every Thursday 

Goethe Zertifikat A2 Exam
23.09.2021

Goethe Zertifikat B1 Exam
21.09.2021

https://hyderabad.german.in/
http://www.facebook.com/goethezentrum.hyderabad
http://www.instagram.com/goethezentrum_hyderabad
https://www.youtube.com/c/GoetheZentrumHyderabad
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If you already know German and would like to brush it up with a group of similar minded people try our
Conversational Classes that take place every Thursday. Otherwise too, we have an interesting line-up of
different levels of German courses being offered at suitable timings. Maybe you will find just the perfect
course!

If you have any queries check all the available courses on our Website or write to us at
info@goethe-hyderabad.org. 

https://hyderabad.german.in/
http://www.facebook.com/goethezentrum.hyderabad
http://www.instagram.com/goethezentrum_hyderabad
https://www.youtube.com/c/GoetheZentrumHyderabad
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Emerging Palettes is an annual art exhibition that provides a platform for Emerging Artists from across
the country to showcase their work. This is the 12th edition of the exhibition organized in collaboration
with Goethe-Zentrum Hyderabad. 

The following artists have been selected for their outstanding art submitted for Emerging Palettes, whose
work will be showcased at Shrishti Art Gallery from 4th September - 5th October. The preview of the
show is on 4th September at 6:30 pm. The Chief Guest for the show is the eminent Artist: Padma Shri, K.
Laxma Goud. Do visit the gallery and enjoy the artworks. 

SHRISHTI EMERGING PALETTES
Exhibition of Artworks

 04 Sep - 05 Oct 2021

 12th Edition

https://hyderabad.german.in/
http://www.facebook.com/goethezentrum.hyderabad
http://www.instagram.com/goethezentrum_hyderabad
https://www.youtube.com/c/GoetheZentrumHyderabad
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Join us for this Distinguished Speakers' Series together with Gallery Art & Soul, Mumbai, where we
invite India’s senior most printmaker, the iconic Lalitha Lajmi; in a candid conversation with Jesal
Thacker, Founder & Director Bodhana Arts & Research Foundation and Lina Vincent, Art Historian,
Curator, Writer and Researcher to speak to our audiences. 

Lalitha Lajmi, born in 1932, in Kolkata, is a prominent painter and printmaker. She is a self-taught
artist raised in a family deeply involved in the arts. She started painting in the early sixties, when she
participated in a group exhibition at Jehangir Art Gallery, Mumbai.

At the same gallery she had her first solo exhibition in 1961. Over an illustrious career spanning
seven decades, she had several exhibitions at both national and international platforms. She has
exhibited her work in India, Germany and US. Lajmi has given lectures in India and UK as well. Her
work has been displayed in various famous art galleries including Prithvi Art Gallery, Pundole Art
Gallery, Apparao Gallery, Chennai, Pundole Gallery, Mumbai, Hutheesing Centre for Visual Art,
Ahmedabad, Art Heritage, New Delhi, Gallery Gay, Germany, Prints Exhibition at Max Muller Bhavan,
Kolkata etc.

Distinguished Speakers' Series

09 September 2021 | 17:00 hrs IST

Lalitha Lajmi

Lina Vincent

Join us here: 
goethezentrumhyd

Jesal Thacker

https://hyderabad.german.in/
http://www.facebook.com/goethezentrum.hyderabad
http://www.instagram.com/goethezentrum_hyderabad
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https://www.youtube.com/c/GoetheZentrumHyderabad
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What should one write of art that speaks volumes on its own? How can one confine the many
trajectories of an artist’s mind within few chosen themes and contexts? 

This exhibition is a Confluence in more ways than one – it offers glimpses of Lalitha Lajmi’s
extensive repertoire in painting, drawing, and printmaking, bringing together formal and conceptual
explorations of the artist across several decades- right from the 60s until contemporary times. It also
embodies in meaning, the manner in which her art practice has always been the meeting point of all
her experiences and emotions; the very substance of her life. 

Lajmi is a deeply intuitive artist who has embraced change at every turn, allowing her inner urge to
lead her into newer ways of expression. She often explains from her own experience that it takes a
long time to find oneself in one’s work. Considering herself a self-trained artist, she was
advantageously perhaps, kept away from the rigidities of a conventional fine arts education. 

One of the most appealing aspects of Lalitha Lajmi’s works are that they have the capacity to
become a reflection of a viewers’ own experience. They are deeply human in content and
communicate at an emotional level.

A Virtual Exhibition presented by Goethe-Zentrum Hyderabad,
Curatorial associate Lina Vincent

In collaboration with Gallery Art & Soul

On View until: 19 Sep 2021 

Catch this exhibition here: https://tinyurl.com/CONFLUENCEGZH

L-R Dream III 2017, Dialogue 2016. Artworks by Lalittha Lajmi
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A virtual exhibition of Art by artists with disabilities

In collaboration with Youth 4 Jobs | Not Just Art, Art for Inclusion |
India Inclusion Foundation & Atypical Advantage

Twelve Artists with Disabilities display their flair for visual arts and knack for aesthetics as a part of
the “ART FROM THE HEART” Exhibition. Whether its creating intriguing abstract imagery through
acrylic colors or painting a heartwarming, simple portrait, all art pieces appeal to the eye and the
heart of the viewer. The incessant drive to be creative on canvas, despite challenges, makes these
twelve artists, masters of imagination and drivers of transformational art. Their disabilities make
them stronger and work harder in the spirit of all things artistic. Watching this refreshingly different
kind of Art will give you a sneak peek into an unseen world of visuals and beauty. 

 23 Sep - 16 Oct 2021 

Stay tuned for the link on our website and social media channels!

Sanctuary Art by Suseela Kandhasamy
 for India Inclusion Foundation (IIF)
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In BLACK BOX BRD Andres Veiel contrasts the biography of Alfred Herrhausen, then CEO of
Deutsche Bank, with that of RAF terrorist Wolfgang Grams. Herrhausen was murdered by the RAF in
a bombing on 30 November 1989. In 1993, when he was arrested at Bad Kleinen train station,
Grams was killed in an exchange of fire with the police. Andres Veiel deals in detail with their
biographies, beliefs and ideals. Veiel implemented a mixture of documentary and fictional narrative
forms to show how close feature and documentary films can be.

A film by Andres Veiel

29 September 2021 | 18:30 hrs IST

2001 ‧ Documentary ‧ 102 m ‧ German with English Subtitles  

MOVIE AM MITTWOCH

Images © zero one film GmbH

Stay tuned for the link!
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